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APPENDIX A
THE RURAL TRANSPORTATION SERVICES COMPUTER PROGRAM

The Rural Transportation Services computer program is designed to be an advanced software
tool that will be extremely useful to transportation system operators, planners, and analysts. Its users
will need no programming skills whatsoever to be able to access the information in this program
about communities and the rural public transportation systems that now exist in them.
This program is designed to allow you to review detailed information about localities and the
public transportation systems, which have been created to serve the rural portions of those localities.
You may begin using the program by starting with either community or transportation system
information. Information about the localities is from U. S. Census Bureau data tapes for the 1990
Census. The rural transportation operators in this data file are those funded by the U. S. Department
of Transportation through the Federal Transit Administration's Section 18 program, "Formula Grant
Program for Areas Other than Urbanized Areas." The database in the Rural Transportation Services
computer program provides general information on 1,100 of the 1,200 Section 18 systems now
operating in the U. S., plus detailed information on 200 of those systems. Please note that, unless
otherwise specified, all facts and figures are those provided directly by the rural transportation
operators, some of whom employ unique accounting procedures. All information was reported to be
current as of 1994, but because of the variations in accounting procedures, the validity of some data
may be questionable.
Where the Program Starts
There are two basic paths open to the user for starting the program; looking at communities
or looking at rural transportation systems. After starting on one path, the user can shift to the other.
The first path is recommended for persons who are in rural communities in which no public
transportation services are now available. You can use this computer program to find out how
many counties there are like yours (according to statistics that you specify), which counties those are,
which of them now have transportation services operating there, and what the characteristics of those
services are. You would start by identifying your county, then asking the computer program to
search for similar counties, and then asking the program to review the transit systems that serve those
counties. This is the path taken by a community that is not currently operating a system and is
interested in information about the transit systems operated by similar counties.
The second path is for persons in communities which already have rural public
transportation services and wish to improve them by learning from other operations. This path is
for the operator who is looking for a peer comparison for his or her system. This computer program
will enable you to find other systems which are similar to yours, to review their operating results, to
obtain contact information about those systems so that you can find more details about their
operating procedures, and then to review information about the counties in which they operate.
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Kinds of Questions the Program Addresses
This software package enables rural transportation operators and planners to obtain highly
specific demographic and transportation system data needed to address questions such as:
•

What kinds of transportation systems operate in counties like mine? What is the range of
possible choices?

•

What are the operating characteristics of these systems?

•

How does my system (now operating or being planned) compare to systems operating in
similar areas?

•

What kinds of governmental financial support do similar systems require to operate?

With information like this, you can test and retest wide ranges of alternative transportation systems,
coming closer and closer to a service delivery system that really works for your community.
The manual that accompanies the Rural Transportation Services computer program contains
all the information needed to install and operate the computer program. This manual contains the
following sections:
•

Background

—

the story of how this program came to be designed

•

Program Objectives

—

what we're trying to make this information do for you

•

Technical Program Details

—

programming information for those who are really
interested in these matters

•

System Requirements

—

the computer equipment, hardware and software, that
you will need to operate this program

•

Installation Procedures

—

steps you need to take to get this program running on
your computer

•

Operating Instructions

—
—
—

how to decide where to start
step-by-step procedures
what you will see on the program's computer screens

•

What Do the Numbers Mean?

—

what you can do with this information.

These sections are designed as reference materials to be used as needed.
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LIST OF PROJECT PANEL MEMBERS
This manual was prepared under the guidance of the following persons:

Dr. James H. Miller,
Panel Chairman
Director, Mid-Atlantic Universities
Transportation Center
Pennsylvania State University
University Park, Pennsylvania

Mr. Roger Tate
Chief, Research & Rural Transportation
Division
Federal Transit Administration
U.S. Department of Transportation
Washington, D.C.

Mr. David D. Knight
Transit Systems Manager
Sonoma County Transit
Santa Rosa, California

Ms. Pat Weaver
Associate Research Scientist
Kansas University Transportation Center
Lawrence, Kansas

Mr. Jerome Noble
Director, Public Transportation
South Carolina Department of Transportation
Columbia, South Carolina

Dr. Tom C. Whitney
Professor, Civil & Mechanical Engineering
Technology
South Carolina State University
Orangeburg, South Carolina

Ms. Diane H. Ratcliff
Chief of Environmental Planning
Office of Planning and Programming
Mass Transit Administration
Maryland Department of Transportation
Baltimore, Maryland

Ms. Linda Wilson
Executive Director
JAUNT, Inc.
Charlottesville, Virginia
Dr. Peter Shaw
TRB Liason Representative
Senior Program Officer, Division A
Transportation Research Board
Washington, D. C.

Ms. Vickie Shaffer
General Manager
Tri-State Transit Authority
Huntington, West Virginia

Ms. Stephanie N. Robinson
TRB Staff Representative
Senior Program Officer, TCRP
Transportation Research Board
Washington, D. C.
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LIST OF REVIEWERS FROM LOCAL TRANSPORTATION OPERATIONS
We are grateful for the assistance of the following individuals, who are associated with local
transportation operations or other agencies as noted, for their review of this manual and the Rural
Transportation Services Computer program.

Darren Brugmann
General Manager
Mushingum Authority of Public Transit
Zanesville, Ohio
James Burns
Transit Director
Western Iowa Transit System
Region XII Council of Governments
Carroll, Iowa
J. Douglas Carter
Potomac Valley Transit Authority
Petersburg, West Virginia
Warren Coker, MPA
Executive Director
Rockingham County Council on Aging
Reidsville, North Carolina
B.W. Jordan
Director
Geauga County Transit
Chardon, Ohio
Joseph Potzka
Director
Cape Code Regional Transit Authority
Dennis, Massachusetts
Dottie Schmit
Kerr Area Rural Transit System
Henderson, North Carolina
Randall L. Sneddon
Director
Chillicothe Transit System
Chillicothe, Ohio
Mitzi Teel
Transportation Planning Services Manager
Central Midlands Regional Planning Council
Columbia, South Carolina
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APPENDIX C
THE TCRP RURAL TRANSPORTATION DATABASE

A major product of the project that created this manual is a database of information on rural
communities and rural transportation systems. The database, containing demographic descriptors
from the U. S. Census on a county level for each county in the country, plus the information
provided directly to the research team by rural transportation providers, is now on file in the Rural
Transportation Services computer program. This appendix describes the information on rural
transportation systems that was collected specifically for this project.
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS DATA
Because data that were needed for analyses were not available from existing sources, original
data collection efforts were required. A questionnaire was designed and distributed by mail to a
random sample of Section 18 operators. Using the information provided by the operators, a data file
of more than 360 variables has been created. The following types of information were requested
from each service provider:
•
•
•
•
•
•

identifying information about the transportation system,
numbers and types of employees,
annual revenue summary,
annual operating expense summary,
capital grants, and
detailed information on types of services provided, including
— fixed-route, fixed-schedule service,
— demand-responsive service,
— subscription service,
— scheduled or routed services with deviations,
— charter type services, and
— other service types.

THE SAMPLE OF TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS
Sample Design Considerations
Since approximately 200-300 respondent transit operations could satisfactorily represent the
nearly 1,200 rural transit operators receiving funding through the U.S. Department of
Transportation's Section 18 program for nonurbanized area transportation systems, a methodology
that randomly selected 330 rural transit systems was developed, accounting for a noncompletions.
The objective of the sampling process was to obtain a cross section of various characteristics
including size, geographic location, population density, and income levels. The random sampling
process accomplished these objectives.
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The Community Transportation Association of America (CTAA) maintains a directory of
Section 18-funded transit systems in the United States. A current publication is scheduled for
printing in 1995. The records contain the agency name, address, contact person (if identified), and
phone number. There are 1,196 agencies in the current database compared to 1,027 in the 1986
publication.
Sample Methodology
The master agency database file maintaining the 1,196 agencies was sequenced in random
order. Utilizing a computer program, 330 random numbers were generated between 1 and 1,196. For
each random number selected, that sequential record in the master file (representing a specific rural
transportation operation) was chosen.
The departments of transportation were contacted in many of the states to ask state
representatives to verify that the selected systems provided a representative sample of the total
systems in the state. The original selected listing was modified to reflect the results of the
communications with the state representatives.
Results of the Data Collection Process
Completed surveys were obtained from 197 rural transportation providers. They are identified
in Table C-1. All of the states in the sample are represented in approximately the same proportion in
which they were sampled, as shown in Table C-2 and C-3, so the surveys that were returned
accurately represent the universe of Section 18-funded rural transportation providers. The expansion
of the database to other Section 18 systems, Section 16 systems, and DHHS-funded systems is
recommended.
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Table C-1
Rural Transportation Systems Currently Recorded
in the TCRP Rural Systems Database
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Table C-2
DISTRIBUTION OF SYSTEMS IN THE DATABASE
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Table C-3: RURAL SYSTEM SELECTIONS BY STATE
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